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ABSTRACT
The crystal structure of wodginite from the Tanco
pegmatite, Bernic Lake, Manitoba has been analyzed
using MoKa radiation and 3-dimensional 4-circle
diffractometer data. Monoclinic, a 9.489(5), b
ll.429?), c 5.105(3)4, p 91.10(5)'. Symmetrically
it is possible to choose any orre of four possible
positions in tho parent ixiolite structure as ao
origin for wodginite, and these possible origrng co6bined with the two possible space €roups, centric
C2/c and, acentric Cq result in eieht closely related
but different possible structures for wodginite. Refinement was carried out for all eight using a
procedure that assumed no particular cation ordering scheme. The wodginite structure based on
an origin in ixiolite at (0,0,0)r and space group
C2/c refined to R=6,tVo with reasonable anisotropic temperafure factors for all atoms and is
clearly the correct structure. The cations are ess€nZ-4lACBrO;l-4[Mn1.sn(Sn6.su"
tially
ordered:
Ta6.256Tie.13Fee+o.oro)Cfao,asrMo.ror)Oel.
Mean ogtahedral cation-oxygen distances and radii sunu are
A-2.185(8), 2.19; 8=2.003(8), 2.00; C=2.027(8),
2.044. Botrd strengths distributed inversely as the
4th power of the cation-orygen distances yiel<led
2.O2n, 2.008, 1.978, 1.984 v.u. to O(1), O(2), O(3),
O(4) respectively. Two previously described wodginite structures, one by Grice (1973) and Grice &
Ferguson (1974), and the other by Graha:n & Thornber (1974) are based on ixiolite origins (0,14,0)r and
(0,0,0)1 and on space groups C2/c and Cc respectively. Both have hieher R factors (-tl/6)
and different cation ordering patterns from ours,
and show poor agreement between mean octahedral
cation-oxygen distances and calsrrlated radii sums.
SOMMA,IRB
La structure cristallino de la wodginite a 6t6
analys6e, sur un cristal provenant de la pegmatite
de Tanco, Bernic Lake, Manitoba, i laide de donn6es tridimensionnelles obtenues en rayonnement
MoKo au diffractombtre i 4 cercles. La wodginite
c
est mo_noclinique, a 9.489(5), b ll.4290),
5.105(3)4, p 91.10(5)'. Au point de vue- sym6trie,
on peut trouver, dans la structure type de fixiolite,
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quatre origines possibles pour la wodginiie; combin6es aux deux groupes spatiaux possiblas centr6
(2/c et non-centr6 Cc, ces quatre origines conduisent i huit structures possibles, diff6rentes quoique
apparent6es, pour la wodginite. L'affinement des
huit structures a 6t6 cotrduit I l'aide d'une m6thode
qui ne fait aucutro hypothdse sur la mise en ordre
des cations. La structure de la wodginite fond6e
sur utre origine de I'ixiolite I (0,0,0)r et groupe
spatial C2/c, affin6e jusqu'au r6sidu R=6,IVo avec
des coefficients d agitation thermique aniss66pe
raisonnables pour tous les atomes, est 6videmment
la bonne. Essentiellement, les cations sont ordonZ=4lACBzOl=4[Mn1.66(Sn6.567Tas.gsTi..11t
nds:
Fee+o.ozo)Clao.ss1Nbq,1ss)2o1.
I.es longueurs moyeiltes
les liaisons octa6driques cation-oxygdne et les sommes des rayors sont: A-2.185(8),2.19; 8:2.003(8),
2.00; C=2.027(8), 2.04L. La valence de liaison
6tant prise inversement proportionnelle i la quatridme puissance de la distance cation-oxygdne, on
obtient les sommes 2,020, 2,008, 1.978, 1.984
u.v. I O(1), O(2), O(3), O(4) respec'tivement.Deux
structures ant6rieures. de la wodginite, I'une par
Grice (1973) et Grice & Ferguson (1974), tattre
par Graham & Thornber (1974), sont fond6es sur
les origines (O,/z,O\ et (0,0,0)r de fixiolite et sur
les groupes spatiaux C2/c et Cc respectivement.
plns
Elles possldent chacrrne un r6sidu R *l2Vo
6lev6 que le n6tre et une ordonnance des cations
diff6rente de la n6tre; de plus, l'accord entre les
longueurs moyennes des liaisons octa6driques cation-oxygdne et les sommes calcul6es des rayons
laisse i d6sirer dans ces deux structures.
Cfraduit par la R6dactibn)
INrnooucrtoN
In Part I of this pair of papers on ttre structures of the tlree principal tantalum ore minerals from the Tanco pegmatite, Bernic Lake,
gives a general
Manitoba, the Introduction
description of tle occurrence, nature and interrelationship of the tantalite and ixiolite and, in
a general \ilay, of the wodginite. The Introduction, Table 1, and Figure 1 in that paper provide a background to the more detailed description of the nature of wodginite that follows
here.
Wodginite was first characterized as a distinct mineral phase by Nickel et aI. (I963a),
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whb showed that it occurred at Wodgina, Aus'
tralia (the type locality) and Bernic Lake, Manitoba. Detailed descriptions of the chemistry
and mineralogy of wodginite and its associated
minerals are given
-al. by Cernf & Turnock (1971)
(1972). Turnock (1966) showed
and Grice et
that wodginite forms over a small compositional
range in the system MnTarOo-FeTaOa, and he
found that it could not be synthesized in the
absence of Fe3+. However, Komkov (1970)
showed that wodginite can be formed in the
absence of Fe8+ if Sna+ is present in the system.
These experimental results are supported by the
chemical variation exhibited by natural wodginites (Grice a al. 1972; Graham & Thornber
1974), and suggest that polyvalent cation substitution and ordering play an important part in
controlling the stability of this phase. TWo different structures have been reported for wodginite, one by Grice (1972) and Gice et aI.
(1974), and the other by Graham & Thornber
(1974); the structure reported in the present

study is significantly different from either of
these. Although ail tlree structures are topologically equivalent, the cation distribution pattefo is iignificantly different in each. As it appean that wodginite forms a distinct pta,se -because of polyvalent cation ordering' it .i! important to-thi understanding of the stability of
ihis phase that its cation ordering pattern be
correitly characterized. Consequently, -the various ordering schemes possible have been extensively investigated in this study, and are
reported in detail.
The following conclusions may be drawn
from the cell geometry presented in Table I
and Figure 1 of the Part I paper as well as
Figure 1 of this paper:
(1) monoclinic-wbdginite with p-91o has a
strong subcell corresponding to' the cell of
ixiolite (a-PbOn structure type); as the symmetry
of tle subcell is P2/ c (Elphick 1972), there arc
two cation sites rather than one as in ixiolite
and thus even the subcell of wodginite could
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Frc. 1. Projection of the structure of wodginite along z. Prototyfre atoms are labelled A(=Mn), B(=Ta,Nb),
C(-Sn,*,Tt,
O(1), O(2), O(3), O(4). Shown are chains of'staggered. (A,^Cy")4 octahedra parallel to
< seen end-on: B-O octahedral chains are not shown.
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be more cation-ordered than the cell of ixiolite;
(2) relative to the subcell, the true cell of
wodginite has doubled a and b dimensions, but
the same c dimension, and it has three (C2/ c)
or four (Cc) cation sites; it is therefore possible
for wodginite to be much more ordered than
either ixiolite or tantalite;
(3) the true cell of wodginite has the following relation to the true cell of tantalite:
4-*).J lp2/3, ati b.-11.5 A-2bti c*-5.t4ct
Thus the cell content of wodginite is 4/3
that of tantalite, namely 4/3 l(A,B)nOzl=
(A,B)nOae.
E><peRrMeNrer,
The qualify of the wodginite crystals was
generally poor, but because specimen G69-L7
(Grice er al. 1972) is relatively well-crystallized,
it was chosen for the single-crystal study. The
chemical, physical and crystallographic data for
this specimen, including a new electron microprobe analysis of the crystal used for the structure analysis, are given in Table 1.
Because the reflections that differentiate the
true cell from the subcell (see Introduction) are
weak, a fairly large crystal was used initially to
collect the intensities, namely a sphere of
-O.45mm diameter. Ilowever, the quality of
this crystal was poor and the intensities were
not satisfactory. A second data set was collected
on a secondsmaller sphere of -0.35mm diameter using a Syntex Pi automatic diffractometer.
The cell dimensions given in Table 1 were
TABLEI. CHE}iICAL,
PHYSICAL
ANDCRYSTALLOGRAPH1C
DATAFOR
I,IODGINITE
Speclrenno. (Grlce et aL. 1972\ A69-17
Crystal dlareter
00.35m
a
s .a 8 95
( )n
Radlatton/ilon.
Mo/C
b
11.429(7)
No. of equly. lrobsl>3o
o
5
.
1
0
5
(3)
Zr9
F (obserwd)
6.1
I
sr.rQls)'
F (a'11data)
6.6
l/
553.54r
ar(observed)
7.5
Space q r c u p
c2le(No.15)
7,6
,(obs)
7 . 1 9 5s / c c
4d(al l data)
,(calc.) 7.80
r
491 m-l
F o m u l au s e d S l m p l e s ts t r u c t u r a l
Chemlcal
Cell
ln reflnerent3
io*1u4 (z=4)
qnalysisl
_Soj&A 22 specles content site content
Ta20668.64 wt.? Ta
B.2o
tln 3.98
Nbio; 3.96
a ytn t.oo
Nb
o. 79 Mn*4.74 Fe 0.29
Ti02 1.44
11
0.47
Tt 0.47
sn02 13.00
Sn- 2.27
Ta 0.991
FeZ03 0.79
Fer+ 0.29 T a 8 . 2 0 T a 8 . 2 0 U
N b 0 . 10 9
l'1n0 10,74
l{n
3.98
Sn2,27
c Sn 0.567
.
rotur ge:t
(o 32)
Sn-3.05 Nb0.79
Ta 0,250
T.t 0. I l3
Fe3+o.o7o
o t'
08

n(z)=>(
,
lrousilo""r.l)Zlrourl
- Jpca.1sly'5"rs6zlh,
FD.FD(
r=t
lFobs|
rmp'eraiure
factorfom used:dxp
l- i,

,1, ,uo, 'o)

rElectrcn mlcrcprcbe analysls by E.E. Foord (private
com. to
z B a s e do n 1 6
.!. Cemy, ]975).
Catlons per fomula unlt.
JSee text fof further detalls.
Frcm the present structure
analysls. ,FM Nlckel et aZ. (1963a).
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derived during the automatic orientation procedure; they are slightly different than those
derived earlier by Grice et al. (L972). Intensities
were collected over two asymmetric units ouf
to 2A(L'4.oKq.)
60o. For a few of the symmetryequivalent pairs of reflections, the agreement
was poor; the reason for this was not appaient,
but where it occurred thelarger value wasuiled.
The data were corrected for abso4fion, Lorentzo
polarization and background effects ffl averaged to produce an asymmetric set. A reflection was considered as observed if its magrlitude
exceeded3 standard deviations based on counting statistics; this resulted in 814 rEflections of
which 718 were considered as observed.Preliminary considerations: posrible origins lor
the wodginite unit cell in the ixiolite cell,' and.
possible cation distibutions in wodginite
Nickel et aL (I963a) concluded that wodginite, because of the general similarity of its
chemistry, powder pattern and unit-cell characteristics to those of tantalite (as described in theIntroduction), must have a closely related'structure. They pointed out that, for the two possible space groups for wodginite, C2/ c and Cc,
and with Z-MuOsz (Table 1 in Part I), the 16
cations could occupy either two 4-fold positions
and one 8-fold position in C2/ c, or four 4.fold
positions in Cc. From their chemical analyses;
they were unable to group the nletallic elements to give whole numbers of particular cations in one site, and they thus-concluded that
the 16 cations may be randomly distributed in
the 16 available sites in either space group,'
In a detailed analysis of the structure of wodginite, an obvious starting-point is the structure
of tantalite. Ilowever, as we describe in the
Part I paper, the cation-ordered tanl*lite stnrc'
ture is based on a supercell of the ca*ioii-disordered ixiolite structure whose structute LWe.
is that of a-PbO, (Wyckoff 1963). The wodginite structure is based on another and different supercell of ixiolite, and so it is more appropriate to relate the structure of wodginite
to that of ixiolite than to that of tantalite. Starting with the known ixiolite structure, it is necessary to make two initial decisions: first, which
of the two possible space groups to assumefor
wodginite, and secondo which of several possible origins in the ixiolite unit cell should be
chosen as origin for the wodginite structute.
Regarding possible origins for the wodginite
structure in the ixiolite structure. we consider
first the more restricted caseof the centric space
grotp C2/ c for wodginite. The symmetry characteristics of. C2/ c (No. 15) are given in the
International Tables, Vol. I (1952) and moet
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(x,0,2), or (x.l/z,z)r, In these circumstance, it
are 6hown in Figure 1 (of the final structure).
be necessary to' arbitrarily define the
would
From these it may be seen that Ts occur at
origin
in
lbe xz plane by fixing one atom, and
(0,y,/+),
(0,0,0), (Yz,O,O),etc., 2-fold axes at
for wodginite, the most appropriate atom would
planes
at
n-glide
and
c-glide
and
{Vz,y,Y+),
(x,O,z),(x,t/z,z)and(x,/q,z),(x,t/+nz\respectively. be the heavy Ta (or the cation site that contains
the wodginite
The relevant symmetry elements in the parent the most Ta). Although for Cc,
position in
any
at
be
chosen
could
origin
ixiolite structure with space group symmetry
practice because of the
PDcn (No. 6O) Qntemational Tables, Vol. /, and (x,0,2), or (x,l/z,z)r in
closeness of the symmetry to C2/ c even if it
Fig. 2c in Part I) are T's at (0,0,0), (Vz,O,O),etc.n
were Cc, one would choose the origin at
really
2-fold axes at (O,y,r/e), (Vz,y,Vq), and c-glide
planes al (x,O,z), (x,Vz,z). Further consideration a t in the ixiolite structure, that is, at one of
c. Because of
of the structure of ixiolite shows that, in rela- the four origins possible for C2/
relation
to C2/c,
Cc
in
of
symmetry
tle
lower
in
c-glides
planes
which
are
tion to 2at*a*,
possible
for wodschemes
the
cation
distribution
ixiolite become n-glides in the doubled cell. A
n C2/c'
those
ginite
from
different
in
Cc
are
require$ymmetry
of
the
careful comparison
conclu'
ments for wodginite (C2/ c) with the symmetry and we may therefore draw a second
wodginite
reline
one
must
that
sion,
namely
light
in
the
characteristics of ixiolite, considered
C2/c
of the relative cell dimensions of the two struc' structures for both possible space Sloups,
Cc.
and
the
that
tures (a*-Zar, b*n2b\ c*-c), teveals
We now consider possible cation distribution
symmetry requirements for wodginite would be
schemes
for wodginite. As described below, our
chosen
lrere
satisfied if an origin for wodginite
that the most satisfactory strucindicate
results
at any of four different positions in the ixiolite
based
on space grotp C2/ c rathet
one
ture
is
(0,/z,O)u
(Vz,O,0)4
(0,0,0)r,
structure, namely:
(Yz,Vz,0)r.By comparing the structure of tan- tlan Cc, and on ixiolite origin (0,0,0)r, rather
talite with that of ixiolite @igs. la and lc re- than one of the other three. For this reason'
spectively in Part I) and taking account of the we consider here mainly the distribution
particular interest
fact that certain symmetry elements in cation- schemes for C2/ c, and our
dis'
disordered ixiolite degenerate to only pseudo- is in the relationship between the cation
based
strucfure
correct
the
scheme
for
tribution
symmetry elements in cation-ordered tantalite,
on origin at (0,0,0)r and such schemesfor strucit may be seen that the four possible origins for
tures
based on the other three possible origins.
wodginite in ixiolite have their equivalent in
schemes for
the tantalite structure at, respectively, (0,0,0)r, The possible cation distribution
possible
origins
the
four
C2/
c
for
wodginite
in
(1/ 6,0,0)', (0,V2,0)t,(I / 6,Vz,O)t
given in Table 2 where it may
ixiolite
are
in
Wodginite structures whose origins are taken
be seen that two of the possible origins'
at these four different positions in the ixiolite (V2,0,0)t
and (Vz,/2,0)r, lead to the same cation
(tantalite) strucfure would be similar topo4Rt=4Rt'
distribution scheme (4N-4R|'-4P,
logically but slightly different structurally, and -4Q,
Ilowevet,
+4Qt)=8R.
*4Q)-(4P"
GP
in particular the four different structures would
the three cation sites for one of these origins
each be compatible with a different kind 61
have different parameters from those of the
cation distribution scheme as described below.
other, and thus the two distribution schemes,
The conclusion may be drawn that one must
although the same, correspond to different
refine wodginite structures based on all four
structures.
possible origins in order to be sure that one
For the acentric space group Cc, the cation
of these is more satisfactorv than the other
distribution schemes (which are not included
three.
in the Table) differ from those for sentric
In addition to taking account of the four
C2/ c for any given origin by the fact that the
possible origins, one must also consider that one 8R-type site in C2/ c degeneratesto two 4Rthe space group may be Cc rather than C2/ c. type sites in Cc. This increasesthe number of
Because Cc is acentric. the constrarnt that the possible cation distribution schemesin Cc over
origin of wodginite must be at aT in ixiolite those possiblein C2/c.
A relevant question is whether the known
no longer holds, and furthermore, the 2-fold
cation-ordering scheme in the tantalite structure
axes no longer exist; however, the c- and zglides do remain in Cc, and they must coincide (Part I) can give any clue to the likely cation
with equivalent or pseudo-equivalent glide distribution scheme in wodginite. It may be
planes in ixiolite. In this case the wodginite shown that, regardless of which of the four
origin could be taken, from a symmetry point possible origins is chosen for wodginite and
of view, at any position in either of planes using the symbols of Table 2, for space group
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TAILE 2. POSSTBLE ORIGINS TOR WODCINITE IX DNOLITf,
lND POSSIBLE CATION DISTRIII'IION
SCun{ES IN
IIODGMIIE Fof,. SPACE GIOUP e2ld
(!,yrz)

Par@ter6

glv@

bele ale apprctl@te.

ii"rli:"

to,o,orl totz,rt2,or! (1/2,0,0)r

(0,1/2r0)r

13fi*

(o,o,o), (Lt4,Lt4,or,(u4,o,o)r

(0,1/4,0)r

Iat

catioo
ajEibol

4P

(r'y'z)s

4P'
o,o.t7,Ll4

4P"

4a'
0,0.66,L14

4q"

4P'r
0,0.09,3/4

2nd catl.otr
sFbol
(e,y,z)r

4q

4qrt
0,0.58,314

3rd catlon
ByEbol
(:,y,2)w

8R

8RI

0.25,0,41,0.25

8Bu
8R'"
0,25,0.16,0.25

Eqol.val6t
61te6.:
48'
4R'
4Pt+4a'

4Q
8R
4!r
4q'
8Rr

4R
4R
4P+4q

4P"
4q"
8Rl

4R
4R
4F!4q

4P',
4q"
8Rt

2P+2Q
2P+2Q
8R

For "Equlvalent sltoe",
trlpls prlmes.

*ths

4ni
4Pq.4Q'

for
orl.gtu
rod8lnlte
proved
to be the correct
tbelefole
the
equLval@t
fot
tbe otbei
or{glas
are
lelattye
to thla
alid mt
othe!.

48il'

(0,0,0)r
at
oae, ald
poattl66
glv6
to

-

ooly

@ch

last three ontrlos Bhould hav6

C2/c 4P-=4Q-=(1-1l3Mn
* 2-2/3Ta)t and
8R-=(2-2/3Mn a 5-1l3Ta)t. The known cation ordering in tantalite can give therefore no
clue to the likely cation distribution in wodginite.
We may now draw a third conclusion namely,
that in analyzing the structure of wodginite,
allowance must be rnade for all reasonable cation distribution schemes.
The consequenceof the these three conclusions is that, in order to arrive at the correct
wodginite structure, analyseswould have to be
carried out for both the space groups C2/ c and
Cc in relation to all four possible origins,
(0,0,0)r, (Vz,O,0)u(O,Vz,O)u(l/z,Yz,O)ythat is,
for eight different structures, and the analytical
procedure for any one would have to be such
as to allow for all reasonable cation distribution schemes.We have followed this procedure
in our analysis of the wodginite structure.
REFTNEMENTsoF THE Possrnr,s Srnucfl.rnss
Etlective scattering factors. Scattering curves
for neutral atoms were taken from Cromer &
Mann (1968) with anomalous dispersion corrections from Cromer & Liberman (1970). The
refinements were carried out using the leastsquares program RFINE (Finger 1969a) using
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the bulk composition as a linear constraint in
the refinement of site-populations (Finger
1969b). Because of the similarity in scattering
powers .be.t-weenMn, Fe and Ti, these tbree
specieswere combined and expressedas Mn*;
similarly, Sn and Nb were combined and. expressed as Sn*. The chemical formula used for
constraining the site-populations is given in Table 1 in terms of Mn*,. Sn't' and Ta. R-fastors
quoted below are of the forms given in Table 1,
expressed as percentages.
Provision for all possible cation distributions.
In order to fulfill the requirement described
earlier that the solution for the possible siteordering schemes for the various possible structures be the most general, the site occupancy
refinements were handled in the following manner. In C2/ c, one 4-fold cation site was
designatedA, the other C, and the 8-fold site
81. For origins (0,0,0)r and (Yz,Vz,O\, site ./
correspondedto P and P' and site C to I and
Q/ respectively in Table 2, and th9 two sites
were assigned parameters close to those given
in Table 2. For origins (r/2,0,0\ and (O,Yz,O)t
A corresponded to grr and Qtt' and C to
P// and P"' respectively in Table 2 and were
also assignedparameters close to those in the
Table. For all four origins, site B corresponded
to the R-type sites (RnR',R",Rtt\ and was given
parameters close to those in the Table for the
particular origin. For all four origins, appropriate approximate parameters were deduced for
each of the four oxygen sites from the known
tantalite structure.
Regarding assumed occupancies for the cation sites. the 4-fold u4 site was assumedto be
occupied by Mn'o and Sn* with the initial occupanciesset at L.0Mn* and 0.0Sn*. The 8-fold
B site was assumedto be occupied by Ta and
Sn* with initial occupancies of 1.0Ta and
0.0Sn'&.The other 4-fold site, C, was split into
two half-occupied sites with the positional para'
meters and temperature factors of the second
site constrained to be equal to those of the first
site, and with the two half-occupied sites combined constrained to be occupied by the cations
not already occupying the other two sites, that
is initially by Ya(O.74Mn&*3.06Snt +0.20Ta)
(Table 1). With this arrangement of sites, it
was possible to refine the Mn* occupancy (with
constraints) over the A and C sites, and the Ta
occupancy over the B and C sites (with constraints). In this manner, all possible ordering
'These designations were adopted after the completion of the refinements so that they would conform to those given for these tantalum oxide minerals in Table 1 of Part 1.
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schemes (with the exception of Mn3+ substrtuting for Tau+ and vice versa, which may be
considered as extremely improbable on crystallochemical grounds) were encompassed,and
the total composition of the cation siteswas constrained to the bulk composition of the crystal.
For refinement in space group Cc, all the
structural sites that are in 8-fold general
equivalent positions in C2/ c, namely cation B
and the four oxygens, will occupy pairs of 4fold equivalent positions, and so positional
parametershad to be chosen for one additional
of each of these five atoms (sites) that were no
longer equivalent to the prototypes. The same
kind of occupancy, Ta*Sn*, was assumedfor
the two 4-fold B-type sites in Cc as for the one
8-fold B site in C2/ c, bat the occupancies of
these two 4-fold sites were now free to vary
independently. All other cation occupancy conditions were kept the same as for C2/ c.
(l) Oriein at Q,0,0)t; space group C2/c. Usne
positional parameters close to those given in
Table 2, full-matrix refinement of all possible
variables for an isotropic thermal model resulted
in convergence at an R-factor of 7.2%. \\e
isotropic temperature factors were completely
satisfactory at this stage; all the temperature
factors for the oxygens were statistically equal
(-1.0A'a) reflecting the similarity in their environments, as were the temperature factors
for the cation sites. The occupancy refinement
showed that the r4 site was completely occupied
by Mn'r; howeverothe B site was found to be
occupied by 0.89(1) Ta*0.11SnE. Because it
is possible that anisotropic vibration of the Ta
atom could significantly affect the parameters
of the much lighter oxygen atoms, the cation
sites were allowed to vibrate anisotropically.
Itefinement of all variables for this model resulted in convergenceat an R-factor of 6.6Vo.
Subsequentconversion of the temperature factors of the remaining atoms to anisotropic, followed by full-matrix refinement of all variables
resulted in convergenceat an R-factor of 6.L%6.
(2) Origin at (0,0,0)t; spqce group Cc. For an
isotropic thermal model, initial attempts to refine this structural variant were not successful,
as wild oscillations occurred in the temperature
factors of the anions related by a pseudo-centre
of symmetry. This problem was overcome by
constraining all oxygen temperature factors to
be equal. With this constraint applied, refinement of all variables resulted in convergence at
an R-factor of. 7.LVo. Because of the extreme
correlations between anion temperature factors
that necessitatedthe use of the constraints described above, an anisotropic thermal model was
not attempted.
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Q) origin at (t/2,0,0)i space group C2/c. Full'
matrix refinement of all variables for an isotropic thermal model resulted in convergence
at an R-factor of 2O.2Vo.The following occupancies were obtained: A-0.77Q)Mu*+
b.23sn*; B-0.82(3)Ta*+0.18sn*; c=0.50Sn*
+0.41(7)Mn**0.09(3)Ta. As with most of the
previous refinement$, the oxygen temperature
factors were extremely large, all being between
7 and 9A', although reasonabletemperature factors were-obtained for the metal sites. In view
of the high R-factor and the large anion temperafure factors, this model cannot be considered as satisfactory.
(4\ orisin at (/2,0,0); space group Cc' Fullmatrix refinement of all variables for an iiotropic thermal model with the constraints that
thJ cation temperature factors were equal and
the anion temperafure factors were equal resulted in the matrix becoming singular.
6l Oriein at (0,/2,0h; spacegroup C2/c. FulImatrix lefinement of all possible variables for
an isotropic thermal model converged at an
R-factor of. 13.L%. At this stage,the occupanoy
refinement showed that the A and I sites were
completely occupied by Mn* and Ta respectively within one standard deviation. However,
there were several unsatisfactory features to the
refinement. The isotropic temperature factors
of the u{ and B sites were both zero (within one
standard deviation). In addition, one of the
oxygen isotropic temperafure factors was three
times as large as the other three. It was possible that some of these features arose from a
strongly anisotropic vibration of the Ta atom,
and thus the 8:Ta and C sites were converted
to anisotrdpic temperature factors. Upon refinement, one of the diagonal temperature factor coefficients of Ta became negative, and the
anisotropic model was abandoned. Because of
the poor temperature factors, the refinement
of this model cannot be considered as satisfactory.
(6) Origin at (0,r/2,0)r; spqce group Cc. Nl at'
tempts to refine in the space group Cc were
unsuccessful, all refinements leading to a dramatic increase in the R-factor. Parameters
oscillated wildly and there was extreme correlation betweenpseudo-centricallyrelated variables.
Q) Ori?in at (/2,1/2,0)r;space group C2/c. Fullmatrix refinement of all possible variables for
an isotropic thermal model resulted in convergence at an R-factor of LI.6Vo. The occupancy refinement showed that the .r{ site was
fully occupied by Mn*; the occupanciesof the
B and C sites were 0.89(2)TaE+0.11Snt and
0.54Sn{'*0.28Ta* *0.18Mn* respectively.The
isotropic temperature factors for all three ca-
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tion sites were satisfactory; however, the oxygen temperature factors were very large, all
being equal to 8.0A! within one standard deviation. In view of this, the refinement eannot be
considered as satisfactory.
(8) Oigin at (/z,Yz,O)q; space group Ca Fullmatrix refinement of all variables for an isotropic thermal model with the constraints that
the cation temperafure factors were equal and
the anion temperature factors were equal resulted in the matrix becoming singular.
Conclusion; the most satisfactory structure. Table 3 gives a summary of the R-factors for tle
eight different possible structures, and these
R-factors as well as the temperature factors
given in the descriptions of the results indicate
TABLE 3.

LOI{ESI R FACTORS TOR TEE EIOTT POSSIBI.E WODGINITE
sTRUClt'RES.
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lated with the program ERRORS (L. W. Fioger,
pers. comm.) and are listed in Table 6. A projection of the structure is shown in Figure 1.
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DlscussroN
tlat model (1) based on origin (0,0,0)r and
space group CZ/.c is clearly the most satisfactory in every respect, and we thus consider
it to be the correct structure. In terms of the
joint scattering species Mn*n Sn* and Ta, the
following cation site occupancies were obtained:

Comparison of models (1) and. (7).
For space group C2/ c, structures based on
origins (0,0,0)r and (Y2,1/z,O)rwould have cations in the same relation to the origin Cfable 2)
but oxygens that differ by *(/z-z). The results
bear out the nature of the difference between
these
two structures (models (1) and (7) re,4=1.OMn*
spectively): model (7) has cation site occuB-0.891(9)Taf 0.109Sn*
pancies which are essentially the same as those
C=0.565Sn* *0.250Ta*0. 185Mn*
of model (1), the most satisfastory structure,
On the basis of ionic radius and ionic charge, but the oxygens of model (7) show very hiCh
the minor constituents were assigned as follows:
isotropic temperature factors (-8.041 whereas
Nb was assigned to the B site, the amount of for the correct structure represented by model
Nb available being almost exactly equal to the (1), the isotropic temperature factors of the
Sn* occupancy of that site; all tle remaining
oxygens are reasonable (Table 4r, B-t.0A1.
minor cations were assignedto the C site. The Comparison to lhe tantalite structure. The caresulting site-populations are grven in Table 1 tion ordering scheme in wodginite is differenl
and may be expressed by writtng the chemical from that in tantalite; the latter has one 4-fold
formula as ACBzOa=Mnr.oo(Sno.ssy'Tao.rsoTio.tu
cation (.,{) site occupied by Mn and one 8-fold
Fee+o.oro)(Tao.eerNbo.roe)sOa.
Final positional para- cation site (B) occupied by Ta whereas wodmeters and equivalent isotropic temperature ginite with a cell of different symmetry, cell
factors are given in Table 4 and anisotropic dimensions and volume. has one 4-fold cation
temperature factor coefficients in Table 5.* site (u{) occupied by Mn and one 8-fold cation
Interatomic distances and angles were calcu- site (B) occupied by Ta but another 4-fold site
(C) occupied by (SnfTa*Ti);
furthermore, the
A and B sites in wodginite do not correspond
*Complete set of structure factor tables is availstructurally to the A and B sites in tantalite.
able, at a nominal aharge, from the Depository of
The chains formed by the linking of staggered
Unpublished Data, CISTI, National Research Council of Canada, Ottawa, Canada, KtA 0S2.
cation-oxygen octahedra running parallel to z
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ternate with layers of B(=Ta) chains (Fig. 1).
Bond lmgths. Table 6 shows the following
variation and mean bond lengths (A) for the
three cation-oxygen octahedra: .,{(:Mn),
2.1.01(19)1.313(18),2.185(8); B(=Ta\, 1.877
(17)-2.I62(LS), 2.003(8); C(-Sn,Ta), 1.984(19)
-2.10I(17), 2.027(8). Using the derived cation
site contents Clable 1) and the ionic radii of
Shannon & Prewitt (L969, 1970), the mean cation-oxygen radii sums are for site l=Mn,
Z.l9A; for B=(Ta,Nb), 2.00A; and for C=
(Sn,Ta,Ti,Fes+),2.044 Clable 7). The observed
values agree well with these calculated values.
In addition, the mean octahedral bond lenglhs
observed for the Mn-rich z{ sites in tantalite and
in wodginite, 2.1.5(2)and 2.185(8)A respectively,
agree well with each other as do the Ta-rich B
sites in both minerals with respective values of
2.01(1) and 2.003(8)A.
Both the individual cation-oxygen distances
and the oxygen-cation-oxygen angles in Table 6
for the three octahedra reveal that all three are
appreciably distorted from ideal octahedral configurations with the C octahedron showing the
least distortion. The Table also shows ttrat the
oxygen-oxygen distances for the shared octahedral edges are the shortest for all three octahedra, and that the oxygen-cation-oxygen
angles for the shared edges are the second
smallest. the smallest and the second smallest
for the A, B and C octahedra respectivelyn so
it may be said that the wodginite structure conforms well to Pauling's third rule regarding the
linking of coordination polyhedra.
Comparison with previous wodginite structures.
Two previous structure analyses of wodginite
have been described, one by Grice (1973) and
Grice & Ferguson (1974), and the other by
Graham & Thornber (L974). In neither case
were refinements carried out for all four of
the structures it is possible to derive from ixiolite
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that characterize tantalite are present in wodginite, but whereas in tantalite ono layer of
A=Mn chains is followed by two layers of
B=Ta chains (Fig. 2a in Part D, in wodginite
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combined with both possible space gloups as
we have now done.
The Grice & Ferguson structure is based on
ixiolite origin (0,/2,0)r and space group Czlc'
and thus it corresponds to our model (5). Both
the earlier and the present analysis of this model met with serious problems with the temperature factors of most of the atoms, and both
refined to R-t2Vo.
Furthermore, it caq be
shown that the mean cation-oxygen distances
observed for the octahedra of the two cations
in 4-fold sites (l and B in Grice 1973)' agree
poorly with the weighted mean cation-oxygen
distances calculated for the deduced site occupancies from the ionic radii. We now reject
that structure in favor of the one described here.
The structure described by Graham & Thornber (1974) was carried out on a crystal from
the type locality, Wodgina, Australia using
CuKa radiation and photographic intensity
data. They refined their structure in both space
groups C2/ c and Cc and concluded on the basis
of a sliCbtly better R-factor (13.I%o over
t 4.3Vo) and of electrostatic calculations that Cc
is to be preferred.
A comparison of their cation parameten with
those relative to the possible origins n C2/ c
in our Table 2 and also taking account of their
oxygeq parameters jn relation to ours shows
thbt a change of their x by 4.125 will transform their origin to one of ours, and the particular one is that for the correct structure,
(0,0,0)r.It is then possibleto equate their cation
sites with ours, and this is done in Table 7
where the contents and tle observed and calculated mean cation-oxygen octahedral distances (sizes) are also given for both structures
for comparative purposes.
Table 7 shows that the two structure analyses
result in somewhat different cation ordering
schemes: their Mn site containing Mnt.o is
structurally equivalent to our C site containing
Slb.urTao.nrTio.rrFe6.6T
rather than to our Mn-rich
site, A, to which their site X2 containing Tao.z
Nbo.g is equivalent. Their other two 4.fold sites
in Cc, Xl and Ta are together equivalent to
our 8-fold site B in C2/ c, and in this casettrere
is better agreementthan in the other two cases
of their combined cation contents with our single content, both being Ta-rich. We cannot explain why the two different structure analyses
resulted in two different ordering schemes.
Graham & Thornber (1974) note that the
accuracy of their individual M0 bond lengths
is probably no better than 0.12A which corresponds to a a of the mean octahedral cationoxygen distances of 0.05A whereas our ds for
the mean octahedral cation-oxygen distancesare

MINERAI,OGIST

0.00sA (table 6). Nevertheless, one rTay still
compare their observedmean octahedral cationoxygen distances with those calculated from the
ionic radii of Shannon & Prewitt (1969, l97O),
and this we have done in Table 7. The agreement is generally poor, especially compared with
the agreement between the observed and calculated values for our structure which are also
given in the Table.
Becauseof the lower R-factor and the better
agreement between observed and calsulated
mean octahedral cation-oxygen distances of our
structure relative to those derived by Graham
& Thornber (1974), we conclude that ours is
tle preferred structure for wodginite.
Bond strengtlu. Table 8 gives the bond strengths
to the oxygens from the cations, evaluated in
the same general ways as was done for tantalite
(seeDiscussion in Part I). In wodginite the nondistance-dependentPauling values to the oxygens are fairly poor but somewhat better than
the corresponding values for tantalite (fable 6
of Part I). The distance-dependentmethod of
Ferguson (1974) in which the bond strengths
from the cations to the anions are distributed
in amounts that are inversely proportional to
the cation-oxygen distances, that is, using an
exponent of 1, yielded bond strengths (not reproduced here) that q/ere more satisfactory than
the Pauling values but were such that a higher
exponent was indicated. We accordingly carried
out calculations using the method of Pyatenko
(1973) for which different exponents are in
general used for chernically different cations;
for wodginite an exponent of 5.0 was applicable
to all the elements.Bond strengths calculated in
this way are given in Table 8, and although
they are fairly satisfactory, they suggested that
a sornewhat smaller exponent would give better
results, particularly for O(1). The exponent was
then changed arbitrarily to 4.0, and the bond
strengths to both the individual oxygens and to
the oxygens taken in octahedral groups of six
are better than those for the exponent of 5.0
and in fact they may be regarded as reasonably
satisfactory.It is possiblethat still further modifications of the exponent embodying different
values for the different cations might improve
the bond strengths still further.
Barker & Graham (1974) have calculated
lattice energies and site potentials for the wodginite structures described by Graham & Thornber (1974) and by Grice (1973) as well as for
other related compounds, and their results were
important in the choice of space group Cc over
C2/ c for the wodginite structure of Graham &
Thornber. We have not attempted to assessour
tantalite or wodginite structures in this way al-
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though it would perhaps be a valuable approach.
Because of the satisfactory bond shengths
derived for our tantalite and wodginite structures when evaluated according to the pyarenko
(1973) or tle modified Pyatenko method, and
especially in view of the high degree of distance
distortion in at least one of the cation octahedra
in each of these structures, we feel ftn1 this
procedure provides a reasonably satisfactory
crystal-chemical interpretation of these structures. Implicit in this interpretation is the concept that, in structures such as these, the differently-charged cations tend to order themselves into particular sites - which h largely
the case with our wodginite - and at tle same
time the cation-oxygen bond lengths within one
polyhedron are able to vary to a fairly high
degree in order to maintain close to ideal bond

strengths to each oxygen anion. Because wodginite contains an appreciable proportion of
cations that are other than divalent or pentavalent, it requires an additional cation site over
the two sites in tantalite to accommodate them;
the result is a strusture ttrat is topologically
similar to that of tantalite although lower in
symmetry but still one ln which the particular
cations are largely ordered and the oxygens are
essentially satisfied with respect to bond
strengths.
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